Toronto's Rush top rock export

The story of Rush is one of the greatest rock successes of the past generation. The band's rise to fame began in the late 1960s with the release of their first album, "2112," which was a concept album that combined hard rock with instrumental sections. Rush's musical style is characterized by tight arrangements, complex compositions, and often cerebral lyrics that address themes of science fiction, philosophy, and human nature.

In 1975, Rush released "Waking Up the Neighbours," which included the hit single "Powerr)null." This album helped solidify the band's status as a major player in the rock scene. Their next album, "Rush," was released in 1976 and included the popular track "Limelight." The band continued to release albums at a rapid pace, with "permanent Waves" in 1979 and "Moving Pictures" in 1981, which both charted high on the Billboard 200.

Rush's success is not only due to their music but also to their longevity. The band has been active for over four decades, and their recent tours have drawn large crowds. Their influence on rock music is immeasurable, and they have been inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame.

The band's longevity and their ability to adapt to changing musical trends have contributed to their enduring popularity. Rush has continued to evolve, incorporating elements of progressive rock, metal, and electronic music into their sound. Their dedication to creating high-quality music has earned them a devoted following that spans generations.

In 2014, Rush announced their induction into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, cementing their status as one of the most influential and successful bands of all time. They continue to tour and record, with no signs of slowing down. Rush's legacy is secure, and their impact on rock music will be remembered for generations to come.